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AN ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION COSTS AND APPLICATIONS 

HIGH COST OF LIVING AND PANICS AND 

DEPRESSIONS. 

Chapter 1. 

Paragraph 1. 

Introductory. 

This discussion of Cost of Production, or as we choose 

to name it, Production Costs, will be made from the standpoint 

of the competitive or price economy. Other views of costs, euch 

as labor costs, pain coats, and collectivists costs, however nec

essary they may be for certain purposes, are not the stress points 

in the present entrepreneur economy. 

We shall not only limit the first part of the discuss

ion to the entr~preneur analysis but shall confine it cheifly to 

the one great reason why economists are concerned with cost of 

production; namely, to determine the limitations upon supply. 

Other aspects of the problem, ethical, sociological and the like, 

however important they may be for other purposes,will not be 

included , to any considerable extent, in the present presenta

tion. 

Altho most economists writing at the present time have 

clea~ly in mind the chief purposes of cost analysis and also, for 

the most part, accept the entrepreneur point of view, yet a large 

part of their traditional definitions and analyses are a part of 

the presuppositions of another economy and do not include all the 

factors that ordina,rily act as determinants up·on supply in our 

present economic life. 

One of the important factors, for example, often implied 
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but generally neglected in studies of costs, is opportunity cost,

as all know who read Davenport. probably most "competitive" econ

omists agree with Davenport that cost of production should include 

opportunity cost, i e - necessary profit, but they generally use 

the term, often nesessarily, in the narrow sense of go~l~ cost 

of production; and, to the ordinary reader, unless directly 

warned to the contrary, the term has the narrow c"onnota ti on where

ver he finds it. This business-man's use of the term is so 

ground in our thlnki"ng that any rational decision to read into it 

a different meaning than customary is not sufficient, without 

effort) to overcome our old habi ts of thinking. 

On account of these and other difficulties with the term 

I shall, in this paper, use "Cost of Production" in the old dollar 

cost sense and employ the term "Production Cost" to cover the 

concept of the measure of the sacrifice~ necessary to the pro

duction of a comodity. This term, tho bordering on bad rhetoric 

and, in denota ti ve quali ties, '}r\eans the same ae eost of Produc

tion, has, nevertheless, enough of connotative differences, or 

at least it is hoped that the distinctions to follow will give it 

enough connotive differences, to justify it's usage as against 

the old but indefinite term. 

In the first place, "Production Costs" lays the emphasis 

upon productivity. The old term, ·Cost of Production", is usually 

interpreted merely "Cost" and the point of emphasis for the lim

itation upon a supply is entirely neglected. It is hoped that in 

putting "Production" fiBst the significance of costs will loom 

larger. Again, the plural of eost is used;- to emphasize the fact 

that there are more than one kind of cost. In the third place, 

the very fact that the two terms "Cost of Production" and "Pro-





duction Costs" are used may lead the curious into valuable dis

coveries while seeking the distinction between the two. 

Using the term Production Costs, then, to indicate the 

expression in terms of dollars of the total sacrifice in produc

tion we may divide the concept into the components, Opportunity 

Cost and Cost of Production. The latter may be divided into the 

average ~ of one of a number of articles as deter.mined by the 

cost accountant, and the "actual" cost of specific commodities 

. or the ~dded expense when ~ more of a given class of a~ticles 

is produced. 

-'Section- 2~ · 

OPPORTUNITY COST. 

3 

In view of it's consideration by it's chief exponents 

a detailed discussion of Opportunity Cost is unnecessary, but it 

is not amiss to reemphasize the fact that one of the large deter

minants of the supply of a given commodity is the opportunity to 

make a profit by producing other do~nodities • It is also impor-

tant for Borne purposes to recall that opportunity cost arises 

largely in a contemplation of the probable state of the different 

markets of finished product with especial emphasis upon the prob

able demand schedule of such products, whereas the (dollar) cost 

of production is based upon the market price of productive agents. 

When each entrepreneur contemplates production he is confronted 

with a whole complex of environmental factors a ~arge part of which 

is the market price of his productive agents yet an equally im

portant class of factors is presen46a by the probable market, 

and especially the demand side of the market. for different class

es of finished products which he could produce. From this forward 
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looking guess he determines his opportunity cost. It is true that 

the probable supply of finished products is just as important for 

future market prices of finished goods as the future demand but 

seemingly the more car~ful study is dirceted toward the demand 

side. 

In ordinary short time, sms.ll entrepreneur analysis these 

distinctions as to the basis ofi opportunity cost as against cost 

of production may be *nimportant but, as we hope to see later, 

the practical problem of the high cost of living is largely ex-

plained by a study of opportunity cost as determined by a shift 

in the kinds of consumptive goods demanded. 

OPPORTUNITY COST AND MARGINALITY. 

Probably the most important phase of opportunity cost 

is to be found in it's relation to the doctrine of marginal cost. 

The ordinary statement of the derivation of marginal cost of pro

duction is that a man will extend his productive energies along 

each line until the last dollar, or unit of capital, expended for 

an agent of production will just be returned in the value of the 

product made by such agent, or, in better form, we may find the 

statement ending" until the added product (from the whole complex) 

just returns the dollar spent when it was produced". 

This statement ij clearly inadaquate unless "spent" 

is stretched to include necessary profit as well as interest. An 

economist would have great difficulty in convincing a business 

man: that he should continue to invest his ~oney in his business 

until his last hundred, say, brought no surplus return. He prob

ably would pass it off by the trite statement that he wasn't in 

business for his health. Or that he would not undergo the risk 

and labor for leee than 15% on his investment. 





That is to say the marginal doctrine should read that 

a man will invest in agents of production until the last dollar, 

or unit, invested will be accompanied by a value return equal to 

the dollar plus !h! surplus ~eturn ~ !h! ~~ ~. opportunl~3.· 

Even in strict theory it is doubtful if Professor Taussig is 

right when he implies that the ordinary rate of interest is the 

limit of the surplus at the margin because in modern methods of 

financin~ the risk element is so large that one's creditors will 

scarcely let him spread out his equity in the business so thin 

as to earn only 6% or 7%~ d ~~. 
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In ordinary non-marginal production opportunity cost may 

not loom large but, with relatively fixed markets for productive 

agents, as a margin of investment is approached the opportunity 

to put the dollar elsewhere becomes the object of keenest consid

eration. There isn't much question in the farmer's mind but that 

he will plow his corn three times but the fourth plowing as a

gainst hay harvesting is a serious question for him. 

In the relative world of economics one may say, in a 

sense, that opportunit1. cost~ are alone ~ the determin~ of 

margins in production. 

·S·ect.ion 9.'\ . 
COST ' OF PRODUCTION. 

As indicated above one great subdivision of cost of 

production is the average dollar cost of production as determined 

by the cost accountant. The accountant's method of cost determi-

nation is coming more and more to be considered as the ultimate 

cost analysis and the cost which in reality determines supply. 

Such complex and almost automatic cost systems as are installed 

in our large manufacturing plants are, if not awe inspiring. 





at least admirable pieCe~ing1neering skill. 

When one studies soientifio exaotness with whioh an 
11 

awful chaos of detail is marshalled under a few simple oategories 

like "machine hour" or "labor hour" one is constrained to say 
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"Here we have the analysis of the real cost of production. All 

others are approximations; this method is the one · the truth loving 

physiGist would use should he attaok the problem". 

Yet, after all, with all it's admirable exactness, the 

oosts found ',,are average oosts, a.nd as suoh, in view of the law 

of diminishing and increasing returns, they cannot represent 

actual dollar costs of a given article in the whole class. Or 

more properly the average Bosts will not give the difference in 

expenditure in producing one artiole more or less after the others 

are produced. More of this later however. 

It must be noted, nevertheless, that to the extent that 

the entrepreneur believes that hie cost aooountant has given him 

the"last word" on oosts to that extent do average costs become 

difinitive in the forth coming supply. Competition however is 

likely to lead him to another difinitive concept of costs. 

Before further questioning the adequacy of cost account

ing for our purposes, we may well give in outline a cost system 

partty discussed by Cole in accounting and auditing. Chapter 15. 

COST OF PRODUCTION BY MACHINE HOUR METHOD. 

Many different methods of figuring costs are used de

pending upon the technique of preduction. The chief divisions of 

these are "process method"t"machine hour method" and "labor hour 

method" • For our purposes we shall discuss the "machine hour 

method-
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Roughly defined, this method consists of centering all 

costs, or as much as possible in the use of a machine for a unit 

,of time, say one hour, The "Machine Hour" then is the total costs 

of using a given machine one hour. 

The cost of a "machine hour" is made up of the flolowing; 

(1) Space Cost. 

(2) Machine Costs. 

(3) Machine use Costs. 

(4) Power Costs. 

tl) The space cost is based upon the proportion of space 

the machine requires out of the total space. If the toatl floor 

space cost $3000 per year and a given machine occupied one thir

tieth of it; obviously the space cost for this machine will be 

$100. 

penses: 

The total space cost is composed of the following ex-

(1) Interest (or rent) on the investment on land and 

the building. 

(2) Repairs on the building. 

(3) Depreciation on the building. 

(4) Insurance and taxes on the building. 

(6) Heat and light. 

Take the proportionate share of this burden for each machine. 

(2) The Machine Costs are: 

(1) Interest upon the cost of the machine. 

(2) Repairs due to non-use. 

(3) Depreciati£E ~ 12 obsolescence of pattern. 

(4) Taxes and insurance on a machine. 





(3) Machine use costs are: 

(1) Direct expenses such as oil, cleaning etc. 

(2) Repairs due to waar. 

(3) Depreciation due to wear. 

(4) Share of superintendence if possible. 

(4) Power costs. Proportionate share of total horee power 

used. The total power C08t~ ~ made up of three general costs 

above, ie, space costs of the power plant. Machine costs of dy

namos etc. and machine use costs including fuel, labor etc. 

Suppose for an example, the costs on a given machine 

were for a year, 

Space cost 
Machine costs 
Machine use costs 
Cost of power 
Total cost for year 

$250 
200 
550 
500 

$1 5 OCr-

If the machine is actually used 2000 hours in the year 

evidently the cost per hour ia 75¢. That is, any piece of work 

upon this machine must be charged 75¢ per hour as it's share of 

the multitude of costs. 

8 

If a record is kept of the machines used and the time 

on each job, the total expense for use of the machinery may be 

obtained and if to this is added the cost of raw material and the 

labor employed on it together with the proportionate share of 

office expenaes,we may obtain, with great accu~acy. the average 

cost of the items in a job of work. 

It will be observed however that all machine costs are 

based upon the cost for a past fiscal period and if actual ex

penses for the current period are different an adjustment must 

be made on the cost books at the close of the period." in fact this 
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adjustment account showing the amount of error in either direction 

becomes important for the business manager. 

Perhaps it will be well to further explain the matter 

of tracing a Rorti~n of a hypothetical"job" of work thru an equa

lly hypothetical cost sheet. (8ee~) 
Suppose the job under consideration is the making of 

100, 14 inch walking plows. The cost sheet appended represents 

the cost of making the beams, say, of the plows. 

At the top of the order ,' is found the kind, amount and 

cost of the raw material, and in the checkerboard squares below 

is found the analysis of machine and labor costs. Each mac~ine is 

numbered and the number placed at the top of the columns, as. ~ 

2/3. The .oman two being the machine number and the index 2/3 

being the fraction of full t~me the machine ran during the past 

fiscal period. In actual practice this index need not appear on 

each job order yet we now put it there for simplicity in discus-

sion. 

In the first perpendicular column will be found the 

workman's number and whenever he uses a machine he puts his num-

ber in the proper place and running Gut horizontally, he puts 

the number of hours he used the machine under the proper machine 

number. Thus when the job is finished the total hours on aach 

machine is found by adding up it's column. Under the total hours 

for each machine is found the machine-hour cost, determined by 

the method detailed above. By multiplying the total hours on each 

machine by it's machine-hour rate we get the charge for each ma~ 

chine. The grand total of machine costs is found by adding the 

horizontal machine costs. This grand tmtal 18 extended in the main 

columns to be added in with other costs. 
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=-----.. 
Job Order No. Date 19 -

RANKIN MFG. CO. 

--------- .:- .---
No Kind Quan Coat Amount Overhead Total 

~04 ~ Raw P1~ . PO :Be a 100 55 55 00 5 00 60 

~ Total Material Cost 60 00 

Maohine Number 

1 2/3 3/4 1/3 l/~ RatE -
:B'1 To1 pel Amount 

I II III IV V ~OUI 

• m :> 6 4 4 :5 2 19 40 7 60 '"' = :> 
I t-t 5- 3 3 2 1 14 40 5 60 ,... 
e· 

i .... .... 4' :5 :5 2 1 13 50 6 50 H 
SZt· .... 
I .... 7 4 6 :5 2 22 50 11 00 

s::: [I 

::1 M 
8 6 6 4 2 26 50 13 00 

~ftt.Al Hourt 30 20 22 14 A ttnt . • l .Al A~ "n 43 70 

~t:II+ .• n" 1fi 
"" .1-

1n 40 
• ~oh.~ 

Amlt 1.0fi :\nO 1 ,~H) t.40 3.2t Tot. ~n~ f£1 0 '7fi 10 75 , 

TA, A Rn""'e! n 1.n ,,1/3 2A ?.4 

Rate .03 .05 .04 .O~ OR 

A .... A"....,+ 0 .fiO ~n A.4 1 _ ( b I'J'In+!2' ~ F\A 

AuY\+. R,.Ul7'''' ~A ,..A - ..... 

Grand Total 148 '9 
~2;;;;> ".~ ~:\:<·:",.:F-/; ',,:;:,' " ,'. :"::'. " '.'.:' .-, ',' ::. :', .:';'" ", : 





Another cost yet to be calculated is labor cost. By 

adding the horizontal columns in line with each aan's number we 

find his total hours on the job; multiplying this by his wages 

per hour we find his labor cost. By adding this cost of labor 

column we get the total of labor costs, which we extend in the 

main column with machine costs and raw material. 

Another cost that may be added here is the share of 

administrative expenses that this job order should carry, altho 

this could be added later. 

10 

This job order for the beams goes in to the accountant 

together with the job orders from the "Share Department", the 

"Handle Department" etc, where the total cost of 100 plows is 

foundl. 

IDLE TIllE COSTS AND PROPORTION OF FACTORS. 

The items in red on the sheet are additional data that 

are to be inserted by the accountant. Probably few concerns will 

actually use this data but, as we shall see under"applications" 

they become of great importance. 

The items are ~ ~ char es or expenses of machines 

when not in use. These rates are found by taking the total expens-

es unde r ... ,'! and TI of space cos t · and machine cost, ie t interest, 

insurance, taxes, depreciation and repairs upon buildings and 

upon machines and dividing this total by the normal hours for the 

fiscal period. 

This non-use hour cost may be used to figure t he idle 

time charges for each job, thus. suppos'e the non-use hour rate 

were l5¢ on a 2/3 time machine. Evidently when the machine is 

used the job must be charged not only for the fixed charges whil e' 

the machine is running but for the fixed charges when it is not 
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running in order to get true costs. That is the fixed charges on 

a 2/3 time machine when the non-use hour is 15¢ must be 15¢ plus 

7t¢ or 22l¢· · 

Each hour on a machine must be charged 7*t for idle 

time,-- tit that should not be there in a well balanced factory. 

It will be observed that the idle time charges have 

all ready been counted in as a part of costs, yet they are so 

important in a competitive situation that they may well be kept 

separate ~ for the information of the entrepreneur. To the 

extent that ~items appear to such an extent is the factory 

"off" from an ideal proportion of factors and by so much is the 

entrepreneur handicapped in the competitive struggle. 

In our example on the cost sheet the nature of the work 

is such that some of the machines can run omly 1/3 time and yet 

keep others running full time. Thus we have the indeces 1,2/3, i. 
1/3, i wi th a total idle time handicap of $3.56 whereas a large 

competitor having a better proportion of productive agents has 

less costs to meet ana can undersell the small man by at least. 

the difference in idle time charges. 

If one ia curious to know what is the best proportion 

of factors in the industry so far as the numuer 0:1:" machines is 

concerned,cost aside. he may find it as follows: Reduce these 

fractional indeces to a common denominator; thus 1,2/3, t. 1/3,t 

equal 12/12, 8/12,9/12,4/12,3/12. The numerators, 12,8,9,4,3 

represent the number of machines where .here will be no idle tIme 

charges; for each set of machines will keep all of the others busy. 

This will be the ideal !echnologica~ proportion of fac

tors and a concern having lh1s proportion would have the competi

tive advantage over any smaller ooncern and ~ any larger 
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con_~ ~. !£ double the proportion, ie, 24,16,18,8,6. From this 

it will be seen that advantage of size is not necessarily a mere 

matter of amount of capital invested but it is, to a considerable 

extent, a matter of proportion. Certain sizedconcerns have the 

advantage over larger or smaller neighbors. Thus the ideal propor-

tions run, for number of machines: 12,8,9.4,3; - 24,16.18,8.6; 

36,34,27,12,9 etc where no idle time charges will ~~nter~W in • 

• :(other proportions, larger or smaller, idle time will be in 

evidence. 

Not only do these rat'os of combination show the best 
L--. 

technological arran~ent but they form the basis of an ideal 

capital outlay. Suppose for example in our cost sheet that one 

machine cost $1000 per year, another $500, another $300, a fourth 

$200; and the other $100 and suppose the full time machine could 

handle 1000 items per year; then the total machines cost of this 

volume would be $lOOO .plus $500 plus $300 plus $200 plus $100 or 

$2100 --- ,~~~\ per item. On the other hand the factory having the 

combina.tion of machines #1-12, #2-8, #3-9, #4-4, #5-'3 c.ould put 
IP 

out 12000 items at a total machine cost of $1980 or l.6~ apiece. 

That is, the larger factory would have the advantage of ~er 
item in machine cost. This is upon the assumption, however, that 

the buildings, labor etc, cost no more proportionally than in the 

small concern. 

Section !/. 
AVERAGE COSTS AND SUPPLY. 

It must be insisted nevertheless that the above analysis 

of costs, however minute it may be, 1s an analysis of average 

costs. That is, it is an analysis of the total cost of producing 

a gi ven number of 1 tems and if the nimber of 1 tams to be prod·uced 
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is changed the average cost per item will probably change. there

fore, past costs, except in a general way, cannot tell the costs 

for a future and different sized order. In a past fiscal period 
$ 

a man's average costs per item may have been 2~,~Owhen he puts out 

1000 yet it may well be that he can speed up a little and put out 

1100 at a total cost of $2200 or two dollars each in stead of 

$2.10. That is if he could sell his regular 1000 at $2.10 plus 

profit to his old customers he could push into new fields and sell 

his extra 100 items as low as $1.10 each and still make $10.00 more 

profit than he did last fiscal period. Of course his accountant 

would probably show him that each item he sold at $1.10 really 

cost him $2.00 yet his answer is, "May be so, but I am $10.00 

better off)( than if I hadn't taken the order. The truth is, aver

age costs will not determine the supply in anyone market. The 

entrepreneurs lookout is that he shall sell his total supply in 

many markets for a sum greater than his total cost but his refusal 

price in anyone market need not reflect his cost of production. 

This of course is the heart of cut throat competition. 

It may cost a railroad company $1000 to take a train of 40 cars 

from st. Louis to Chicago yet they probably could take on another 

car and take the train for $1005, say~. That is the accountants 

average costs may be about $25 per car yet a profit can be made 

by hauling the forty first car for anything above five dollars. 

It is thus apparent that the accountant's coats however 

exact they are, plus opportunity cost, 'however closely estimated 

it is, cannot exactly explain the supply of commodities in a giv

en market. In our first case our average coat ~s $2.00 per item, 

a manufacturer may wisely throw an added hundred items on the 

market even tho he gets but $1.10 ap~ece for them, for in this 
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oase he gets 10% on his added oapitol invested. It is tr~that in 

the long run average oosts plus opportunity costs will determine 

supply in a general way but not in a speoifio market. 

It must be repe~d, however, that to the extent that ' 

the ,entrepreneur aocepts his acoountant's costs as final they may 

aot as det6rminants ~_n supply but sharp competition is likely 

to lead him into the production of the few extra items whioh may 

be sold at lesa than ·costs·. 

Production oosts then are the monetary expreesions of 

the total sacrifices to be undergone by a particular entrepreneur 

in putting on the market a given number of items when he has a 

gi ven technologi oal equipment runnigg at a g,i ven oapaoi ty. 

Not only are produotion costs lifferent tor different 

entrepreneurs but they are different for the same entrepr~neur in 

different situations. Often a man could inorease his output 100 

items withou~ adding greatly to his total expense whereas at an 

other running oapacity he oould not materially increase his output 

except at great expense. 

The emphasis in costs is upon the partioulars in the 

oase,- partioular entrepreneurs, partioular number of items at 

a particular running oapaoity. 

--~~---------~--------~------~--------------~-------------------~~-(Note) If the entrep~eneur desires the aocountant's figures 
in the computation for an added number of iteme over the present 
c~pacity he may obtain them by a study of total coste in previous 
periods ~ith theirm different volumes of output. For example if it 
is found that previous periods show that when the output was 100 
items the cost was $2.50 each; when 500 it was $2.25 eaoh; ?50 
oost $2.15 and 1000 it was t2.l0, some progression of deoreasing 
costs might be obtained whioh would aid in estimates for addition
al prodUcts. 
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CHAPTER II. 

Applications. 

Section 1. 

The High Cost of Living. 

It will be recalled that, in the discussion of opportunig 

cost it was maintained that such costs arose, in the most part, 

from the consideration of the actual and probable demand schedule 

of the alternate finished products, and that, in the long run, 

these costs were important factors in the high cost of living. 

The vital part of the problem of the high cost of liv-

ing to the great mass of people is not so much the question of the 

gigh prices of all commodities but rather it is the prices of 

forty or fifty of the basic nec*ssities that is important. 

Directly, it is no concern of most men as to how expensive are 

"diamond back" turtles or "canvasback'· ducks or steam yachts 

or even English Teed or French millinery; yet, in an indirect way 

the prices of such luxuries are very important: for to state .~ 
matter somewhat e~rammatically, the high price of things the 

ordinary man does not buy is an impottant cause for the high price 

of the things he does buy. That is, the high prices of necessities 

are due to their relative scarcity and their relative scarcity 

is largely due to the fact that owing to the conditions of demand 

more money can be made in producing luxuries than in producing 

necessities. In other words, the opportunity cost ia too g.eat 

for men to produce pigs and wheat. More money can be made in pro

ducing automobiles. For example, the Studebaker wagon that sells 

for eighty dollars today could be bought fifteen years ago for 

sixty dollars. Doubtless this rise is due of course to several 

causes, but probably the most important one is that; whereas, 
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fifteen years ago the Studebakers found it most profitable to 

make prosaic farm machinery. they, now find it most profitable 

to direct large part of their fifty millions of capital to mak

tng auto obiles. The same is true of a large mumber of big motor 

factolies in this country. In numerous automobile advertisements 

one reads that the firm has been in business from twenty five to 

one hundred years, yet, prior to ten years ago they made carriages, 

wagons and farm machinery. It is true indeed that the cost of 

production of wagons is higher than formerly but this to a consid

erable extent due to the fact that men and material are drawn into 

the automobile industry, a matter of opportunity cost again. 

To get a little deeper into the matter at the risk of 

getting away from text we may say that this great demand for lux

uries as against "necessity" is largely due to the fact that we 

have in America a very large class of people with incomes of 

$2000 and over. 

probably one half or more of this 'ncome goes to the 

purcahse of socalled "necessities",- sophistical forms of the 

~4A.&& primal necessities; yet in the comsumption of flour, 

meat, and ordinary clothing even the millionaire doesn't go a 

great deal further than the dock hand or grocers clerk. That is 

no matter how large a mants income the demand,., pigs and wheat 

is not greatly increased. But in the two thousand dollar class 

and abov~a larger and larger proportion of each man's budget 

goes for the purchase of the refinements and flummeries of modern 

life, until the millionaire probably spends ninety per cent of hie 

income, sooner or later, for conaupption goods that it takes 

an army of men to make. It is an old story that a great Bocial 
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function, the work of thousands of men and women is eaten up, 

drunk up, and burnt up in a few moments; Whereas if conditions of 

demand had been otherwise it might have been more profitable for 

entrepreneure to dlirect their energies towards raising potatoes 

and corn, instead of humming birds and wax flowers. Aman from 

New England recently remarked to me that around Boston there was 

now no money .to be made in raising sugar corn and cabbages but ~ 

that the money was to be made upon elite vegetables such as 

celery, cauliflower and various garnishments. The opportunity 

cost of carrots is so great as to reguire a high price if they 

are to be produced. 

It may be objected that since the rich have the money 

they had better spend it tn some way or another even tho it be in 

riotous living; and, that as a matter of fact they spend a large 

portion of their income in productive enterprises that give em

plo~ent 'to thousands. This of course is the point at issue. It 

1s not decisive that': the rich build factories; the question is, 

what do,·the fact.Dies produce? As well consume the income in 

luxuries in the first pla~. as to aggravate the matter by using 

it to produce further "useless" luxuries. The whole point is that 

the high sailing strata of society are, by their spending for 

things the common man does not need, sucking up into their smme

what lurid wake and out of reach of the many, great streams of 

laborers and raw material which, in an endless chain fashion, go 

" to minister to the rich. leaving few entrepreneurs below to raise 

pigs and wheat. 
---~~-~--~-------.-~---~-~-------------------~-----~~~----~--------

Note: 

It must be understood that this is but an attempt to explain 
an important phase of the high cost of living and no~ a condem-
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Note Cont. 

nation of the present social order. The rich are not necessarily 
to blame; Our whole cry for "higher" things, from fine art and 
academic education to areoplane s , all di sc ourage the production 
of pigs. Dm Inot, myself, hope never to plow a row of corn or 
sow a f~eld to help reduce the cost of living but rather hope 
to explain why others should do it? To ge~JP.articularly gloomy, 
we may say that the more men drink of theUJierien spring and the 
more they are touched by the firs of exquisite consumption the 
higher will go beef-steak. 

It is also not to be implied from the discussion that 
the poorer classes would be any better off if the rich spent for 
beef-steak and flour instead of for automobiles, Inde'~if the 
rich spent their enormous incomes for necessities the common 
man would have to pay higher prices than he now does on account 
of the law of diminishing returns applying in the industries 
where necessities are produced under this "forced" demand. Nor is 
it entirely clear as to the ultimate effect if the rich got the 
large incomes and spent or invested none of it except for ordinary 
living. Fortunately however we are not here called upon to solve 
this problem. But so much of the facts are certain however, name
ly that the rich can't spehd much of their incomes for necessities 
and do spend it for luxuries and probably no matter what they do 
with their incomes whether buy yacts of potatoes or hoard them 
or dump them in the deep sea to the extent that they get large in
comes at all by so much shall others be disadvantaged and by so 
much shall flour, wool, and meat be hard to obtain. 
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Section 2. 

PRODUCTiON COSTS AND PANICS AND DEPRESSIONS. 

To begin wi tho, it must be emphasized, as Veblin often 

points out, that panive and depressions are primarilly psy~bo1og

ica1 matters. It is the emot~ions of men that largely account for 

financial and industrial crises. 

DEPRESSIONS 

Here, as in all economies matters therE-are two eets of 

forces working in combination to cause the industrial upheavals 

and ~ea'; readjustments, ie, the forues on the demand side and x 

those on the supply side,. Our text forbids us to gottb any great 

length into the demand side of the depression but it may be noted 

that the expenditure of the larger portion of the budget of the 

well to do classes for the luxuries rather than for necessities 

means thet a large portion" of the country's productive energies 

are engaged in producing goods for which the demand is elastic. 

That is, much production id of goods that, if occasion demands 

~ can dispense with for several weeks or months, to the great 

disturba.nce of industry. In times of stress men go on rampages 

of restricted expenditure and the wealthy may, for a time, buy 

but a comfortable living,- not because they have not the means 

but because it is against one's psychology to want automobiles 

and great dinners when one's nominal capitalizations are tumbling 

or even when one is afraid something will tumble. The very terms 

" large spending for luxuries" 1a sUfficient to indicate what 

will happen to business when men become alarmed. 

As to the supply side of the matter we may hark back 

to the (dollar) cost of production and see it's special bearing 
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upon depressions. 

In the study of factory costs it will be recalled that 
x one item under machine costs was "depreciation"fmom obsolescence~ 

And, aiso, that at the bottom of the cost sheet were items written 

in red labeled "Idle Time" 

Depreciation and depression may be considered first. 

In certain linea of production the depreciation from 

ocsole_cence on the machinery may, become as important factor as 

depreciation from wear. and it may become a more dangerous force 

in the competitive struggle on account of it's subtility and 

irregularity. The ~ on a machine is a. thing relatively . obvious 

and measurable but the obsoleacense of a model is something that 

goes on unseen and unheard; $o~ some dreaming chemist pr physigist 

may, overnight. ma.ke thousands of dollars worth of machinery 

uselees in a competitive struggle. It is often said that the pros-
~ a ~~ 

periJyAmay be judged by the largeness of it's scrap heap. Some-

times the immediate installation of new models, even tho the old 

modele are new machines, is the thing that determines the sur-

vival of the given concern. There ia but slight question what will 

happen when A keeps an old model that costs $5000 and turns out -
500 uni ts of 17fte product~ in a day,· while his competi tor, ~, 

buys a new model far the same money that puts out 750 units. In 

Ihis case, as in many others, the business welfare depends upon 

the little item of coat, - depreciation from obaoleecense. 

~---------------------~--------~-------------------------~--~------Note; 
For a full discussion of relation of"Deprec1ation from 

Obsoleacense"to depressions see Veblin. Theory of Business Enter
prise. Chapter VII. 
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It is indeed true that no definite amount to be written 

off (ie, charged to expense) can be determined, because one cannot 

exactly know what Edison has up his sleeve; yet, in the long run, 

improvements come by somewhat regular increments and even if they 

are quixotic, the point is half gained when men recognize the im

portance of watching this "X" in their cost. 

Not only is the obsolescense of machine models import

ant but whole systems of factory management may become obsolete 
-~ 

tOo Bfl,me direful extent as machinery. Obsolete cost accounting, 
,A 

and old fashion ways of management in general may be as disaster-

ous in the competitive struggle as old models. The trouble is, 

obsolescence of all sarts usually go together and the factories 

wh~it is found in it's moet"virulent- form are the ones where, 

an account of old cost system, it's presence is least known. In 

the small factory where coets should be figured to a penny they 

Cfl are usually guess::yperhaps the wonder grows as to what all 

this has to do with business depressions. 

To reiterate: depressions are largely psychological 

matters. When. business man aae& see their ea~nJn~8 and hence 

their -real capital value.- imelting away for any cause, and es

pecially from an unseen, and larg~ly unknown cause, they are 
, 

depress*d and slow to undertake ventures;- (altho in 4.eperatloDs 

they may undertake adventures) that is •• ~have stagnate business. 

On~ of the many things that melts away a man's plant values, 

unseen and unknown, le, of course, this 4epreclation and to all 

would be sellers, from book-agent to land-lord, he ls lnc~ined 

to say in his own vernac*lar -nflthing dOing, business is dull-





Of course the direct reason why hie earnings falloff 

is because his more up-to-date competitors undersell him. The 

necessary thing for him to do is to cuty prices to the level 

but what he probably does do, which amounts to the same thing 

so far as earnings is concerned, is to keep his salesman in the 
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field quoting out-of-date prices and by consequent pes) ~ his 

shipments gradually and slowly falloff. Naturally he ia correct 

60 far as he is concerned" nothing doing, tames are dull~ ,-

Men in business are great individualists, if they. personally, 

are in hard times the remainder of the world, as seen thru their 

spectacles is blue. And of course as this gloomy outlook gegins 

to spread from the out-of-date men it gathers force as it goes, 

by the fact that active entrepreneurs selling raw material to these 

men are finding lese and less buyers for their wares. The match 

may indeed be small but the conflagration great. 

IDLE TIME AND DEPRESSIONS. 

The other item in the cost sheet having a bearing upon 

this particular question i~ as we have mentioned previously, 

' "Idle Time charges". In the main, the same arguments apply to idle 

time as to depreciation from obsolescence. They go on subtly and 

unguessedjjust as does deprediation,and the same arguments hold 
J 

that the small factories. wh~they are likely to be the moet 

prevalent, is the one that takes the least account of them. Even 
M 

when idle time is figured it~likely to be merely lupped in with 

the other costs until the entrepreneur cannot tell just what is 

his handicap of idleness. About all he knows, again, is that he 





must quote old prices to make a profit and his sales falloff 

before the ons~ghts of his competitor who has discovered and · 

l.. ':~inating his idle time by a better prpportion of factors. 

(See note page 22a) 

PANICS A1~ OBSOLESCENCE AND IDLE TIME. 
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their 

real 

These twof'rces. obsolescence and idle~ also play 

part in panic tim~bY causing a discrepancy~nom1nal and 

capitalization. Securities are issued and especially bomds, 

upon the basis of plant and property values which values are , 

of course, a function of the earnings but the subtle forces of 

obsolescence and idle time, .. among other things gradually sap ·· the 

earnings and some bond holder wakes up to find that whereas his 

paper was in the b,eginning protected by a more or lesf1'k"argin of · 
II 

stockholders eqiity, 1i i. now protected by a plant and pDoperty 

that will not meet the face of the bonds against it. Foreclosure 

and ra4ical shifting of industrial control incidental to panic 

times is the result. 

To summarize the section:- the analysis of produc·tion 

costs is essential to survival in competitive business and the 

man who does not analyse them, especially as to depreciation from 

obsolescence and idle time finds h1B ~ capi~tl · val~es(based upon 

earnings) melting away from causes largely unknown to him. Hie 

strange falling off in his profits makes him slow to extend his 

productive energies and as this condition spreads over a large, 

field of indutry, both by direct action and reaction, we have 

a general business depression on ~oot. 
x ------------------------------------------------------------------Note; 

See Vebl1n. Theory of Business Enterprise. Chapter VII. 





Not.: 

Another phase of the relation of Idle Time to Depression 
is deserving of a section in the text but must, for the present 
fiad a subordinate place in a note. This is the entrepreneurts 
attitude .toward Idle Time as a cost when the state~f his trade 
wi~l not permit his factory to run full time. In &f~k times it 
may well pay the man to run his factory altho the price of the 
unfinished products will not remunerate him for his . "average" 
cost of production. A man may Bake articles for $2.00 average 
cost a~~ sell them for tl.50 for the good and sufficient reaeon 
that Mfshut down his factory and not run at all would be to loee 
not only his men, organization, and 80me machinery but aleo his 
customers that it has taken years to obtain. Perhaps for a year 
or more his watchword is "run at any cost". 

Not only does this apply to periods of business depress
ions but some such situation periodically comfronts most man
ufacturers in normal times. The volume of trade in each industry 
Varies with the seasone and even with the months and to be a suc-
cessful manufacturer one must have an equipment large enough to 
carry the load of rueh seasons even tho it be too large a tactory 
for slack or even average periods in the year. For exampl~n 
electrical plant may need a three hundred horse power pladt to 
handle the peak of the load for two or three hours of the twenty 
foar while at other times of the day a emall plant would handle 
the load. 

In most businesses it 1'8 ~.not always imper.ti ve that a 
man shall have a concern that can handle all the load in the rush 
season but rather he should have a plant that i., in size, the 
"golden mean·;- not too small to lose him too. many customers in 
the rush nor too large to eat up his profits~ 'dle times. 

In firms if . this sort it may follow that in slack seas
one or hours they can well afford to turn out products at much leee 
than it actually costs to produce them rather than ' let their nec
essary equip~ent stand idle. Thus a~L=l~ minicipal light plant 
can advantagously sell, if necessary}electric1ty for industrial· 
purposes during the day .~ considerable less then cost because 
they must have a large equipment to handle the 9 P.K. peak any 
way and all the extra earnings during otherwise idle hours is so 
much to the good. 





This depression may end or even begin b, a crisis due to the 

discrepanoy between real and normal capital values. 

SUMMARY. 

gelielleB I eN • 
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An analysis of cost of production is recognized by most 

economists to be the heart of the competitive economics. This ter.m 

has so many uses, however, that it . was thought expedient to use 

the term production costs to cover the concept usually meant by 

the term cost of production. namely, the measure of the sacrifices 

necessary to bring forth the supply. 

The chief categories of costs are, (1) opportunity cost 

and (2) dollar cost of production of which the latter issubdivid

ed into (a)average or accountant's costs and (b) specific costs 

of added items in face of a given productive capacity. 

Opportunity cost. looks chiefly to the demand side of 

the finished product and becomes particularly important at the mar

gin of production. This characteristic of it's arising from a con

sideration of the alternate demand for finished products becomes 

important in a phase of the problem of the high cost of living; 

for, the nece,ssi ties are, at present, not produced "in such rel

atively large quantities as formerly owing to the fact that a 

growing slass with large incomes have made it more profitable for 

entrepreneurs to produce luxuries insjead of necessities. That i8, 

the opportunity costs of necessities have risen. Thi& situation 

where large investments are in plante for the production of lux

uries becomes a ialamitouB drag in times of panic8 and depressions 

because all men cut down their purchases of luxuries in such t~me •• 
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The most important subdivision under Costs of ~roduc- . 

tion is the average costs8 or the accountant's costs. These costs 

are analyzed with great exactness by several methOds an important~ 

of which is the "machine hour" method. By this method two items 

appear; namely, depreciation from obsolescence and Idle Time 

charges, the latter of which varies inversely with the perfection 

of the proportion of factors; which, owing to their subtle work

ing in decreasing the ,pofits, and henge the real capitalization, 

of competitive business men, paay an important part in bringing 

on panics and depressions. 

The other cost, ie, cost of an added item, is basee upon 

the law of increasing and diminishing returns and becomes impor

tant in the study of cut-throat competition, because, as the fac-

tory runs anyhow, the added product obtained by a little crowding 

may increase the tO~l even tho such added items are sold below 

the average cost of production~In production costs we have 
~ 

roughly the three forces bIeIaring upon the theory of panics and 

depression; (1) The precarious conditions of producers of lux-

uries kn QQ081iatA ltHe~ due to the elasticity of their customers 

demands, (2) the subtle influence of obsolescence and idle time 

in melting away profits and real capital values until the latter 

will .. no longer support the credit baaed upon it; and (3) the 

tendency toward cut-thuoat competition found in special costs, 

which further reduces earnings to the greater discrepancy between 

real and normal capitalization. These three tendencies working in 

all sorts of ~Qmp8ftsQtiRs combinations with others and especially 

monetary forces, gives us the shifting and uncertain maelstrom 

of the economic cycle. 
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